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2 APPENDIX B: VIDEO RELEASE FORM  
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3 APPENDIX C: MODERATE TEXT MESSAGE TASK  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1 I am home sick today. 

I have a headache. 

Will check email. 

2 Got Shower invitation. 

Can’t wait. 

John will stop by next week.  

3 Sorry I missed your birthday. 

Think of you often. 

Let’s get together soon. 

4 Kids have dance class. 
Joan will cover for me. 
Let me know if I’m needed. 

5 Used 90% of your data. 
Manage plan online. 
This is a free message. 

6 Do you have Pyramid catalog? 
Can’t find mine. 
Save yours for me? 

7 Won at casino! 
Bought dinner for everyone. 
Sorry you missed it. 

8 At meeting room. 
Moving posters to other room. 
Bring cardboard tube. 

9 Haven’t heard from Katie. 
Meet at my place? 
I have the fabric. 

10 Caught pants on shelves. 
Tore pocket off. 
Where is white thread? 
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4 APPENDIX D: DIFFICULT TEXT MESSAGE TASK  

1 I got shower invite cant wait what brand of wipes diapers and formula do 
they use also john wasn’t invited so he wants to stop by and give them a 
gift next week 

2 Jess hit a deer right mirror fell off widow all scratched front fender and  both doors now 
she has to pay again to get it fixed  Having a bad couple of months 

3 Cant believe I missed your birthday How are you   I think of you often and hope you and 
the fam are doing ok we need to get together sometime very soon Love ya 

4 FYI joan said she will cover me from 4-530 on most Tuesdays due to kids 
dance class only during work hours thank you and if there are questions 
please let me know 

5 got some dates the cabin is open for fishing trip June 14 June 21 July 26 
trip will Saturday to Saturday anyone have a preference the July date it 
would be warmer 

6 DATA ALERT: Your acct used abt 90% of its data allowance for the bill 
ending the 20th. Manage your plan at vzwmobile.com/usg. As of 11/17 
08:34 AM EST. FREE MSG 

7 Do you get the pyramid collection catalog I saw some possible gifts in 
there for birthdays but I can’t find my copy probably recycled would you 
save yours for me 

8 Won big at the casino tonight  had a blast Fred and Joan there too so I 
bought dinner and drinks with winnings for everyone maybe next time 
sorry you missed it 

9 in the hallway outside the meeting room they will be taking the posters 
over to where we are having dinner grab the cardboard tube from your car 
on the way over 

10 havent heard from Katie about tonight want to meet at my place around 8 
or is it easier for me to meet you somewhere picked up some cotton fabric 
for the lining 
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5 APPENDIX E: WELLNESS SURVEY  
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6 APPENDIX F: DEBRIEFING STATEMENT  
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7 APPENDIX G: PHONE SCREENING  
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8  APPENDIX H: ADVERTISEMENT  
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9  APPENDIX I: ADVERTISEMENT EMAIL  
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10  APPENDIX J: ADVERTISEMENT ON 
DRIVINGSTUDIES.COM 
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11 APPENDIX K: ADVERTISEMENT ON NADS WEBSITE  
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12 APPENDIX L: ALGORITHM MEASURES 
Table 1. Raw data recorded for all algorithms 

Variable Description 
CFS_Accelerator_Pedal_Position Throttle pedal position (0-1) 
CFS_Brake_Pedal_Force Brake pedal force (lbf) 
CFS_Steering_Wheel_Angle Steering wheel angle (degrees) 
SCC_Lane_Deviation_Lane Current lane ID 
SCC_Lane_Deviation Lane position (ft) 
SCC_Lane_Deviation_Width Width of current lane (ft) 
SCC_Lane_Depart_Warn_LeftDist Distance from left front corner of vehicle to left lane 

edge (ft) 
SCC_Lane_Depart_Warn_RightDist Distance from right front corner of vehicle to right lane 

edge (ft) 
SCC_Lane_Depart_Warn_Heading Current heading angle in the lane (degrees) 
SCC_OwnVeh_Curvature Radius of curvature of road (ft) 
VDS_Veh_Speed Vehicle speed (mph) 
VDS_Chassis_CG_Accel_Fwd Longitudinal vehicle acceleration (ft/s/s) 
VDS_Chassis_CG_Accel_Right Lateral vehicle acceleration (ft/s/s) 
StrDes Double exponentially smoothed steering wheel angle 

(see Track B Interim Report) 
StrdDes Double exponentially smoothed steering wheel angle 

rate (see Track B Interim Report) 
Events Current event number 
Order Current event ordinal value (count) 
isLaneDeparture Is the vehicle currently departed from the lane? (binary) 
isLaneChange Is the vehicle currently changing lanes (binary) 
PRC17s Percent Road Center over previous 17 seconds (%) 
AttendD AttenD buffer output (seconds) 
Speed_Limit Speed limit (mph) 
Steer_Reverse_VLarge Very large steering reversals [Gap size = 6 deg, LPF cutoff 

= 0.6 Hz](Anttila & Luoma, 2005) 
Steer_Reverse_Large Large steering reversals [Gap size = 3 deg, LPF cutoff = 

0.6 Hz] 
Steer_Reverse_Small Small steering reversals [Gap size = 0.1 deg, LPF cutoff = 

2 Hz] 
TLC Time to lane crossing (seconds) (see Mattsson (2007)) 
TLC_Minima Time to lane crossing minima (see Östlund et al., 2005)  
Lane_Deviation_Modified Modified lateral position variation (MSDLP) (Östlund et 

al., 2005) [note: misnames in files as 
Lane_Departure_Modified] 

Road_Demand_Metric Road demand metric (0-100) (see Dingus, Hulse, Antin, 
and Wierwille (1989)) 
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Track_State Eye tracking state 
Gaze_Qual_L Left eye gaze quality 
Gaze_Qual_R Right eye gaze quality 
Gaze_Rot_X Gaze rotation on X axis 
Gaze_Rot_Y Gaze rotation on Y axis 
Gaze_Proj_Horiz Horizontal gaze projected onto camera plane 
Gaze_Proj_Vert Vertical gaze projected onto camera plane 
OncenterGaze On center gaze, normalized using radius of 8 degrees 

(see Victor, Harbluk, and Engström (2005)). Has value of 
one at the ellipse boundary 

isOnCenter Is the on center gaze measure less than one? 
Gaze_Horiz_0 Calibrated horizontal gaze center 
Gaze_Vert_0 Calibrated vertical gaze center 
Gaze_Location Coded gaze location in world (uses numbers instead of 

names) 
Gaze_Front_Cone Is the gaze inside a 90 degree front cone? (used for 

AttenD) 
Hpos_Conf Head position confidence 
Hpos_Filt_X Filtered head position on X axis 
Hpos_Filt_Y Filtered head position on Y axis 
Hpos_Filt_Z Filtered head position on Z axis 
Hrot_Filt_E0 Head rotation Euler angle 0 
Hrot_Filt_E1 Head rotation Euler angle 1 
Hrot_Filt_E2 Head rotation Euler angle 2 
Head_Horiz_Rot_0 Calibrated horizontal head rotation center 
Head_Vert_Rot_0 Calibrated vertical head rotation center 
Head_Horiz_Pos_0 Calibrated horizontal head position center 
Head_Vert_Pos_0 Calibrated vertical head position center 
Head_Depth_Pos_0 Calibrated fore/aft head position center 
Head_Horiz_Proj Horizontal head rotation projected onto camera plane 
Head_Vert_Proj Vertical head rotation projected onto camera plane 

 
Table 2. Measures aggregated into one second segments, common among all algorithms 

Measure Description 
subject_first Participant number for drive 
scenario_first Scenario version of drive 
attendd_max Maximum AttenD buffer value in segment 
str_des_mean Mean value of double exponential smoothed steering wheel 

angle in segment 
str_des_sd Standard deviation of double exponential smoothed 

steering wheel angle in segment 
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strd_des_mean Mean value of double exponential smoothed steering wheel 
angle rate in segment 

strd_des_sd Standard deviation of double exponential smoothed 
steering wheel angle rate in segment 

throttle_mean Mean throttle pedal position in segment 
throttle_sd Standard deviation of throttle pedal position in segment 
brake_mean Mean brake pedal force in segment 
brake_sd Standard deviation of brake pedal force in segment 
steer_mean Mean steering wheel angle in segment 
steer_sd Standard deviation of steering wheel angle in segment 
lanedev_mean Mean lane deviation in segment 
lanedev_sd Standard deviation of lane deviation (SDLP) in segment 
curvature_max Maximum road radius of curvature in segment 
speed_mean Mean vehicle speed in segment 
speed_sd Standard deviation of vehicle speed in segment 
Ax_mean Mean longitudinal acceleration 
Ax_sd Standard deviation of longitudinal acceleration 
Ax_p2p Peak-to-peak longitudinal acceleration over segment 
Ay_mean Mean lateral acceleration 
Ay_sd Standard deviation of lateral acceleration 
Ay_p2p Peak-to-peak lateral acceleration over segment 
events_mode Mode of event number in segment 
prc17_max Maximum of Percent Road Center measure over segment 
speedlimit_mode Mode of speed limit over segment 
srrvlarge_count Number of very large steering reversals in segment 
srrlarge_count Number of large steering reversals in segment 
srrsmall_count Number of small steering reversals in segment 
tlc_mean Mean time to lane crossing 
tlc_min Minimum time to lane crossing 
lanedevmod_mean Mean modified lateral position variation 
lanedevmod_sd Standard deviation of modified lateral position variation 
q_max Maximum road demand metric over segment 
headhoriz_mean Mean projected horizontal head direction 
headhoriz_sd Standard deviation of projected horizontal head direction 
headvert_mean Mean vertical projected vertical head direction 
headvert_sd Standard deviation of projected vertical head direction 
headconf_mean Mean head confidence value 
headconf_max Maximum head confidence value 
headconf_pct Percent of time with high head confidence in segment 
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